Accurate empathy of romantic partners increases pain ratings but promotes recovery

Background: Perceived empathy is a commonly used strategy to cope with pain and is crucial for maintaining intimacy in dyadic relationships.

Materials and methods: This study used the cold pressor test to investigate how perceived empathy and relationship type interact with the subjective perception of pain and objective measures of recovery time, using heart rate as an index. One hundred and ninety participants were recruited, including 49 friend dyads and 46 romantic partner dyads. Perceived empathy was manipulated by adopting three levels as the experimental conditions: high, accurate, and low.

Results: In the subjective perception stage, the results showed a significant interaction of relationship type and empathy with pain reporting, indicating that romantic partners reported more pain than friends under the accurate empathy condition. There were no differences between the two groups in the high and low perceived empathy conditions. In the self-recovery stage, the results showed that romantic partners had less pain tolerance than friends in all three perceived empathy conditions. On the other hand, romantic partners recovered faster than friends under the accurate empathy condition, but not under the high and low perceived empathy conditions.

Conclusion: These results suggest that perceived accurate empathy is necessary for romantic relationships when coping with pain. The findings deepen our understanding of the mechanism of perceived empathy, and the ways in which it modulates psychological and physiological responses in a social context.
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Introduction
Empathy is traditionally thought to be a particular ability of humans to feel, understand, and share the emotional state of others, and is also related to the social modulation of pain. Perceived empathy refers to a person’s perception of the extent to which an observer feels they can understand and share their feelings. A wealth of evidence suggests that perceiving empathy in others plays an important role in social interaction, ameliorates stress, and is associated with an individual’s health and well-being. However, little is known about how perceived empathy influences pain in different social relationships.

A handful of studies have examined the causal relation between perceived empathy in painful situations and different relationship types (such as romantic attachments or friends) during dyadic interactions. These studies have produced conflicting results. For example, some studies using the cold pressor test have found that participants rated more pain in the alone condition than in the presence of a same-sex friend. Other studies...
demonstrated that there was no difference when individuals were witnessed by high-empathic or low-empathic observers. Another study showed that believing one’s romantic partner feels high empathy for one’s own pain may lead individuals to undergo a higher intensity of pain. However, these studies focus on the two extreme levels (high vs low) of perceived empathy and ignore empathy accuracy; if participants did not perceive others’ empathy accurately, this might explain the inconsistent results. Empathic accuracy is defined as the extent to which an individual accurately infers the thoughts and feelings of another person. Perceiving empathy accurately is needed during painful situations and is important for relationships to function effectively.

In classical empathic researches, the cold pressor task has been widely adapted to inducing pain. The cold pressor task is considered a safe and effective method of pain induction and has also been used in earlier social pain studies. However, the self-reporting of pain in the aforementioned studies is often criticized because of its subjectivity and unreliability. These studies using the cold pressor task measure psychological patterns only when participants experience pain in the first stage of the task (subjective perception). To the best of our knowledge, no experimental study has examined the effects of perceived empathy on pain recovery in the second stage of the pain task (self-recovery). Physiological measures have been shown to be accurate and reliable when the influence of other social variables on pain is considered. Additionally, some research has shown that vital signs can predict pain severity, although this has been contradicted by numerous other studies. Specifically, however, heart rate measures pain recovery time, and such measures were not included in previous studies of perceived empathy. Consequently, this study used heart rate to measure pain recovery time in the second stage of the cold pressor task, but not pain intensity in the first stage.

The present research used the cold pressor task to explore how perceived empathy in two types of dyadic relationship (romantic attachments vs friends) interacts with pain reporting in the subjective perception of the task, and with the tolerance and recovery times in the recovery stage of cold pressor stimulation. Research has shown that the perceived empathy of a romantic partner can increase pain ratings, possibly because romantic partners are more likely to respond emotionally to each other, are more likely to express their feelings, and are more strongly attached than friends. Studies have also shown that expressing pain can promote recovery. Consequently, a review of the literature resulted in the following hypotheses: firstly, perceived accurate empathy would increase pain ratings in romantic partners vs friends compared to high and low perceived empathy levels; secondly, perceived empathy in romantic partners would reduce pain tolerance compared to friends; and thirdly, perceived accurate empathy would reduce recovery time in romantic partners vs friends compared to high and low perceived empathy levels.

Materials and methods
Participants
One hundred and ninety college students (84 men, 106 women; M=21.25 years, SD=2.08 years) were recruited from Zhejiang Normal University by advertising the study. Among the participants, there were 49 friend dyads (38 men, 60 women; M=20.94 years, SD=2.02 years) and 46 romantic partner dyads (46 men, 46 women; M=21.58 years, SD=2.10 years). None of the romantics were in same-sex relationships. Relationship durations ranged from 10 days to 72 months (M=16.70 months, SD=14.12 for the romantics; M=16.04 months, SD=12.82 for the friends). After providing written informed consent, all participants reported that they were healthy, were not suffering from chronic or acute pain; and had no history of blood disorders or other disorders relevant to this study. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Department of Psychology at Zhejiang Normal University. It is worth noting that participants were selected based on their attachment style. Only persons with secure attachments were selected, as explained below.

The cold pressor task
Pain was induced by the cold pressor task, which is considered a safe and effective method to induce pain and has been used in previous dyadic pain studies. Participants came into the laboratory voluntarily. The pain-receiving participant engaged in the cold pressor task while the pain-observing participant observed his or her partner’s pain in the same room. The pain-receiving participant was asked to sit with his or her left hand next to the cold pressor device bin. The pain-observing participant was seated in front of the pain-receiving participant about a meter apart and facing each other. A music stand was placed in front of the participants so that they could rate their pain on the rating scales without seeing each other's responses but still seeing their partner’s face. Both members of the romantics or friends were tested so that each participant experienced being the pain-receiver and the pain-observer in different trials. The sequence of the experimental roles was counterbalanced. The experiment lasted about 50 minutes.

In this experiment, the cold pressor task proceeded as follows. Pain-receiving participants first submerged their
left hand in a washtub at 32°C for 2 minutes to standardize their hand temperature. At the same time, participants were given standard instructions and were required to keep silent with no communication via language, gesturing, or signaling during the testing process. The participants were given the opportunity to ask any questions if they had any doubts about the process. The pain-receiving participant was then asked to articulate the tasks they need to do during the cold pressor task in their own words. The pain-receiving participant then submerged the left hand into the cold-water bath, which was kept at a constant temperature of 5°C, and was told to keep the hand in the cold water until the hand became too uncomfortable. The test adopted a period of 3 minutes as the recommended safety measure when using the cold pressor task. The pain-receiving participant was also instructed to raise his or her other hand when they began to feel pain in the hand still immersed in the water, and to rate his or her pain by marking a number with their other hand on an 11-point rating scale, where 0 = “no pain” and 10 = “pain as bad as it could be”. The pain-observing participant could not see the pain ratings as manipulated by the researcher, and not the real pain ratings provided by the observers. In the accurate empathy condition, the pain rating was the same as the rating circled by the pain-receiver; in the low perceived empathy condition, the pain rating was 1 SD smaller than the rating circled by the pain-receiver; and in the high perceived empathy condition, the pain rating was 1 SD greater than the rating circled by the pain-receiver. The sequence of high, low, and accurate conditions was counterbalanced.

During and after the empathy manipulations, the pain-receiver kept their hand in the cold water until it became too uncomfortable to endure (or until 3 minutes had elapsed). When he or she removed their hand from the cold water, they were asked to rate their pain again by circling a number on an 11-point scale, where 0 = “no pain” and 10 = “maximum pain.”

**Procedures**

The procedure for each cold pressor trial is shown in a schematic form in Figure 1. A between-subjects design was used in this study. The independent variables were two between-groups factors: perceived empathy levels (accurate perceived empathy vs low perceived empathy vs high perceived empathy, with the latter two conditions comprising inaccurate perceived empathy) and the type of relationship between the pain-receiver and the pain-observer (friend vs romantic partner). The dependent variables were the various pain responses and physiological indices from the cold pressor task, as described below.

**Pre-experimental procedures**

At the start of the study, the participants provided written informed consent. The participants were then randomly assigned into three perceived empathy groups. The participants did not know which group they belonged to until the study finished. Before starting the cold pressor task, each person was asked to provide some demographic characteristics and to complete the Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS) questionnaire and the Experiences in Close Relationships (Revised) questionnaire (ECR-R). Heart rate and rate response interval were recorded continuously by using Biopac MP150 (BIOPAC, Goleta, CA, USA). Participants were asked to paste ECG electrodes below the clavicle and left rib before the test.

**Perceived empathy manipulation**

To test the effects of perceived empathy in this experiment, we adopted the following procedures to produce the three conditions of accurate perceived empathy, low perceived empathy, and high perceived empathy. The pain-receiving participant provided his or her own pain rating (not visible to the pain-observing partner), while at the same time the pain-observing participant was required to rate the amount of pain he or she felt the pain-receiver was feeling on an 11-point scale ranging from 0 (“no pain”) to 10 (“pain as bad as it could be”). Subsequently, the researcher checked the pain-observer’s immediate rating (out of sight of the pain-receiver), moved away from the pain-observer, and circled what participants believed to be the equivalent number on an identical pain scale in front of the pain-receiver. However, unbeknown to all participants, the pain-receivers were shown pain ratings that were manipulated by the researcher, and not the real pain ratings as provided by the observers. In the accurate perceived empathy condition, the pain rating was the same as the rating circled by the pain-receiver; in the low perceived empathy condition, the pain rating was 1 SD smaller than the rating circled by the pain-receiver; and in the high perceived empathy condition, the pain rating was 1 SD greater than the rating circled by the pain-receiver. The sequence of high, low, and accurate conditions was counterbalanced.

During and after the empathy manipulations, the pain-receiver kept their hand in the cold water until it became too uncomfortable to endure (or until 3 minutes had elapsed). When he or she removed their hand from the cold water, they were asked to rate their pain again by circling a number on an 11-point scale, where 0 = “no pain” and 10 = “maximum pain.”
Post-experimental procedures

After the task, participants were provided with a questionnaire designed to investigate their experience of being observed by their partners. The questions were as follows: 1) “How much pain did your partner think you were feeling during your experience of the cold pressor task?”; 2) “Regardless of the ratings that your partner provided, how much empathy did you feel during the cold pressor task?”; and 3) “How much was your pain affected by your partner’s estimate of the amount of pain you were feeling?” Participants were required to rate their responses on an 11-point scale (0 = “not at all” to 10 = “maximum extent”). Participants’ ratings in these post-experiment questions were used to check whether the empathy manipulation had been successful. All participants completed the post-experiment empathy ratings and were then fully informed about the empathy manipulation.

Measures
The attachment style

The ECR-R is a 36-item questionnaire that measures attachment style and is widely used to assess relationships. The ECR-R includes two dimensions, attachment anxiety and attachment avoidance, which correspond to the existing model of attachment theory. The rating for each item is on a five-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (“completely agree”) to 5 (“completely disagree”). Li and Kato (2006) designed a Chinese version of the ECR-R scale, and showed that the two subscales have good internal reliability. In this study, Cronbach’s alpha for attachment anxiety was 0.82, and Cronbach’s alpha for attachment avoidance was 0.77.

PCS

The PCS was developed to assess the chronic pain of clinical and nonclinical populations. The PCS consists of 13 items describing diverse feelings and thoughts concerning pain experience. Participants rate the frequency of their feelings and thoughts on a scale from 0 (“not a bit”) to 4 (“all the time”). The scale has been widely used in Europe and has good reliability and validity. The scale was introduced into China in 2008. The internal consistency was 0.93 in this sample.

Pain reporting and tolerance

Participants assessed their pain on a numerical rating scale (NRS) ranging from 0 (“no pain”) to 10 (“pain as bad as it could be”). The NRS is traditionally used as a measurement of pain. When the measure was tested across different temperature values, the internal consistency of Cronbach’s alpha was found to be 0.88. Participants were asked to rate their pain on two occasions: the first was when they began to feel pain (before the perceived empathy manipulation), and the second was when they could not bear the pain and removed their hand from the water. The time when participants marked they were feeling pain and the time when they removed their hand (pain tolerance) were noted to the nearest second.

Recovery time

We measured the time that it took for each participant’s indices to return to his or her own pre-test resting levels, according to Fredrickson’s (1998) measurements for the duration of cardiovascular reactivity. To do this, for each participant, and for each measure of physiological activity, we first calculated a baseline CI to represent pre-test baseline levels, defined by that participant’s own 60-second pre-test mean ±1 SD. The recovery time was defined as the time elapsed after the offset of the cold water until psychophysiological levels returned to the participant’s baseline CI and remained within this CI for at least five out of six consecutive seconds.

Data analysis

For all participants, we calculated the PCS and ECR-R scores, mean pain report scores, mean times for pain tolerance, and recovery time with SDs during the cold pressor task. To explore the effects of perceived empathy and relationship type on pain reporting, mean pain report scores were subjected to one-way ANOVAs with perceived empathy and relationship type as independent factors. The effects of relationship type and perceived empathy on pain tolerance and recovery time in the cold pressor test were also analyzed by one-way ANOVA. We controlled for certain factors that have been proved to be considerable moderators of the relationship between social support variables and pain. Firstly, in all analyses, the effects of gender and sequence were regarded as covariates. Secondly, on the basis of the communal coping model of pain catastrophizing, individuals adopted interpersonal coping strategies to cope with pain to some extent, especially when others were present. Individual differences in pain catastrophizing were therefore considered as covariates. Thirdly, previous studies have shown that individual differences in attachment style are crucial for regulating the relationship between the social context of pain and the perception of pain. We were interested in a representative sample of those people who exhibit a secure attachment style; hence, we selected participants with experiences of secure attachments as measured by the ECR-R. Finally, to ensure our manipulation worked, we used the same method as described above to analyze the results of the post-test empathy questions. The factors of
age, relationship duration, and relationship satisfaction had no statistical significance for our dependent measures and were not included in the latter analyses.

**Results**

**Demographic data**

The demographic information of the sample is presented in Table 1. No significant group differences were found for age \[F(1,188)=0.36, P=0.547\]; catastrophizing \[F(1,188)=0.02, P=0.887\]; relationship satisfaction \[F(1,188)=3.52, P=0.062\]; and relationship duration \[F(1,188)=0.12, P=0.733\].

**Post-experiment questions**

The post-experiment ratings were used to verify whether the perceived empathy manipulation was successful. In response to the first question, the results suggest that all participants provided accurate scores for their partner’s pain ratings (\(M=7.12, SE=0.41\)).

Similarly, when asked to rate how much support they felt, irrespective of the pain ratings their partner actually gave, the participants felt less support in the low perceived empathy condition \((M=5.58, SE=2.17)\) and high perceived empathy condition \((M=5.74, SE=2.23)\), whereas the participants felt more support in the accurate perceived empathy condition \((M=7.35, SE=1.66; F(2,184)=8.77, P<0.01; F(2,184)=6.73, P<0.01, respectively\). There were no significant differences among relationship type \([F(1,184)=0.00, P>0.05]\), or in the interaction between relationship type and perceived empathy condition \([F(2,184)=0.25, P>0.05]\). These results indicate that the manipulation of perceived empathy had good validity.

Finally, there was no significant difference \([F(2,184)=0.49, P>0.05]\) between the high perceived empathy condition \((M=5.06, SE=2.78)\), accurate perceived empathy condition \((M=4.90, SE=3.11)\), and low perceived empathy condition \((M=4.85, SE=2.73)\) in how much participants felt that their pain was affected by their partner’s pain ratings.

Neither were there significant differences among dyadic style groups \([F(1,184)=3.43, P>0.05]\), or in the interaction between relationship type and perceived empathy condition \([F(2,184)=1.800, P>0.05]\).

**Effects of perceived empathy and relationship type on pain reports**

To examine the effects of perceived empathy and group differences on pain reporting, we conducted an ANOVA with three levels of perceived empathy (accurate perceived empathy vs high perceived empathy vs low perceived empathy) and two relationship types (friend vs romantic partner) as between-group factors. We found a main effect of perceived empathy \([F(2,184)=6.59, P<0.05, \eta^2=0.41]\) and a significant interaction between perceived empathy and relationship type \([F(2,184)=3.95, P<0.05, \eta^2=0.34]\), as shown in Figure 2. Post hoc analysis showed that romantic partners circled higher pain ratings in the accurate empathy condition than in the low and high perceived empathy conditions \((P<0.001)\). However, there were no significant effects for the friend relationship \((P>0.05)\), and no other significant effects were found \((all P>0.05)\).

**Effects of perceived empathy and relationship type on pain tolerance**

Although there was no significant interaction between perceived empathy and relationship type with regard to pain tolerance \([F(2,184)=0.04, P>0.05]\), we observed a significant effect of relationship type \([F(1,184)=6.89, P<0.01, \eta^2=0.66]\), as shown in Figure 3. Post hoc analyses indicated that friends endured more time than romantic partners and were more willing or more able to complete the task than romantic partners. No other significant effects were found \((all P>0.05)\).

**Effects of perceived empathy and relationship type on recovery time**

Consistent with our hypotheses, there was a main effect of perceived empathy on recovery time \([F(2,184)=85.10, P<0.001]\).
P<0.01, $\eta^2=0.48$], as shown in Figure 4. Participants recovered more quickly in the accurate empathy condition than in the high and low perceived empathy conditions. Moreover, there was a significant interaction between perceived empathy and relationship type $[F(2, 184)=5.61, P<0.05, \eta^2=0.37]$, with post hoc tests showing that romantic partners needed less recovery time than friends in the accurate perceived empathy condition. However, there were no significant effects in the high and low perceived empathy conditions, and no other significant effects were found (all $P>0.05$).

**Discussion**

The purpose of this study was to use the cold pressor test to demonstrate how relationship types (romantics vs friends) modulate psychological and physiological measures of pain under high, accurate, and low perceived empathy conditions. In the first stage of the pain task, the results were consistent with the hypothesis that perceived accurate empathy from a romantic partner leads to a significant increase in self-report pain scores compared to friends. In the second stage of the pain task, the results showed that romantic partners needed less recovery time than friends under the accurate empathy condition compared to both high and low perceived empathy conditions. At the same time, romantic partners had a lower pain tolerance than friends, regardless of high, accurate, or low perceived empathy conditions. Taken together, these results suggest that perceived accurate empathy plays a crucial role in the influence of romantic intimacy on an individual's subjective perception of pain and their physiological recovery.

In the first stage, the results showed that romantic partners reported more pain than friends only in the accurate empathy condition. One possible reason is that believing one’s partner has empathy for one’s pain may function as an interpersonal signal that causes participants to focus their attention on the pain and increase pain ratings. The other possibility might be because facing one’s romantic partner increases activity in several reward-processing regions of the brain, and the activation of a neural reward system can reduce the sensation of pain. However, the two possibilities cannot explain why perceived accurate empathy from a romantic partner is associated with higher pain intensity whereas friends report a lower pain intensity. Another possibility is that romantic partners are more intimate and more willing to express their feelings than friends, whereas friends may not want to disclose pain during the task. Thus, the empathetic expression of pain from a romantic partner rather than a friend might increase the pain intensity rating. Similarly, Chambers et al observed that, in mother-daughter dyads, the girls’ intensity ratings for cold pressor pain increased when their mothers interacted with them in an empathetic way. Furthermore, because romantic partners express more pain than friends, they also had a lower pain tolerance than friends in the second stage of the task. Nevertheless, the results suggest that only under the accurate empathy condition does the expression of pain from a romantic partner seem to promote the subjective perception of pain.

Indeed, previous research has revealed that individual differences in attachment style are critical in moderating the relationship between the social context of pain and pain perception. In order to exclude the confounding of attachment style, we selected participants with experiences of secure attachment according to the ECR-R, and no significant differences between the two groups were found under high and low perceived empathy conditions. This finding contradicts previous studies. The inconsistency might be because these previous researches did not control for attachment style. In our study, high and low perceived empathy are construed as inaccurate perceived empathy for participants. Thus, the inaccurate perceived empathy may cancel the priority attributed to the precise expression of pain in romantics and friends, with the result that there is not the same effect as in perceived accurate empathy.

**Figure 3** Predictive means and standard error for pain tolerance by relationship type and perceived empathy condition.

**Figure 4** Predictive means and standard error for recovery time by relationship type and perceived empathy condition.
In the second stage, perceived accurate empathy in romantic partners was related to the shorter recovery time compared to friends. Previous research has demonstrated that the expression of pain aids the cognitive and physiological processing of pain and benefits pain recovery. Additionally, pain is communicated through nonverbal signs (such as facial expressions). When romantic partners express pain and perceive accurate empathy from their partners, the two processes arouse bottom-up sensory input (such as eye contact) and top-down expectations (for example, given past experiences that romantic partners help them overcome difficulties), both of which are essential for pain recovery. Finally, as romantic partners express more pain than friends, the parasympathetic nervous system of romantic partners acts as a stronger trigger, which leads to the romantic partner’s heart rate slowing down faster following pain compared to friends. Thus, romantic partners need less recovery time than friends. Taken together, these results suggest that perceived accurate empathy aids romantic dyads through the inherent characteristics (such as facial expressions) of the two physiological stages of pain and recovery.

Conclusion
To summarize, in the subjective perception of pain during the first stage of the cold pressor task, romantic partners reported higher pain intensities than friends when participants perceived accurate empathy. In the self-recovery stage of the cold pressor task, tolerance time for romantic partners was shorter than friends in the high, accurate, and low perceived empathy conditions. The recovery time was accelerated for romantic partners only under the accurate empathy condition. These results suggest that romantic intimacy plays a role only in perceived accurate empathy situations, where it modulates the subjective perception of pain and the subsequent recovery stage. These results could have clinical implications for puerperae who might benefit from support from romantic partners or friends and might have preferences concerning who is best suited to help, and how support should be provided.
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